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The operational calculus and spectral properties of the operators S + Eck Vk 
(ckeC) are investigated in the abstract setting of a so-called “Volterra system” 
{Sk, Vk; k = 1, . . . . N}. This is motivated by the classical example Sk: f (x) -P xk f (x), 
V,:f(x)-l;kf(.x,, . . . . f, . . . . xN) dr in Lp([O, 11”) (with S=L&), and by the known 
results for the case N= 1 (cf. S. Kantorovitz (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 132 (1968), 
323-333; 146 (1969), 61-68; 156 (1971), 193-218)). 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
The classical Volterra operator V:f(x) + J;f(t) dt was shown in [4, 51 
to possess some curious spectral properties, when it is combined with the 
multiplication S:f(x) + xf(x) to form the operator Tc = S + [V (5 EC) 
acting in LP(O, 1) ( 1 < p < co). Three basic problems were solved for 
T, : Cm-classification, similarity, and spectrality. We recall the terminology. 
Let T be a (bounded linear) operator acting in the Banach space X, with 
spectrum a(T) c d = [a, b]. Denote by Cm(A) the Banach algebra of all 
Cm-functions in A with the norm I]f]l,,+,, = C,Tzo (l/j!) supd If(j)]. We say 
that T is of class C” (and write TE [Cm]) if there exists a continuous 
representation of Cm(A) on X which maps the function d(t) = t onto T. 
Obviously, T is of class C” if and only if there exists a constant K such that 
IIP(T)II GK Il~llm.~ for all polynomials p. 
Similarity of operators T and U means the existence of a non-singular 
operator Q such that T = Q - ’ UQ. Finally, T is spectral if it has a Jordan 
decomposition T = A + Q, where A is a scalar-type spectral operator (i.e., 
A = s 2 dE, with E a spectral measure) and Q is a quasi-nilpotent operator 
commuting with A (cf. [ 11). The results to which we referred above are the 
following (cf. [S]): 
1. T, is of class C” (with spectrum [0, 11) if and only if IRe [I d m. 
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2. T; is similar to T,, if and only if Re [ = Re o. 
3. Tc is spectral if and only if Re [ = 0. 
These results were later generalized to the abstract setting of a pair of 
operators satisfying the so-called Volterra commutation relation 
[S, V] = P’* (cf. [6]). Various unbounded abstract settings were also 
investigated in order to accommodate the classical pair {S, V> in Lp(O, cc ) 
(cf. [7]). A natural N-dimensional analog is the system { S,, Vk ; 
k = 1, . . . . N} acting in Lp( [0, 1 IN), where 
&:f(x,, ..‘, xN) -+ x,f(x,, ..., xN) 
and 
Vk :f(x,, ...> XN) +s ,^"/(x,, ..., t, . . . . xN) dt. 
Setting S=S, + ... + sN and T, = S + C,“= 1 ik V, (where 6 = (iI, . . . . iN) E 
C”), one wishes to investigate the validity of suitable versions of the 
results l-3. This will be done in the abstract setting of what we call a 
“Volterra system.” This is a set of operators {S,, Vk; k = 1, . . . . N} acting in 
a Banach space X, such that [S,, S,] =O, [ Vk, V,] =O, and [S,, V,] = 
6,, v’k (k, I= 1, . . . . N). We write Re c = (Re [, , . . . . Re iN) and use the norm 
ISI =C,“=, ItA on RN. We then have the following “N-dimensional” 
versions of l-3: 
1. T, is of class Cl”’ (for a given m=(m,, . . . . mN)) if lRec,( <mm, 
(k = 1, . . . . N), and only if IRe (1 d Iml. 
2. Tr is similar to T, if Re 4 = Re o, and only if IRe 41 = IRe 01 (in 
particular, T, is similar to S if and only if Re & = 0). 
3. T, is spectral if Re i = 0; and only if IRe &I is an integer. 
A different kind of study of the N-dimensional Volterra operators V, was 
previously done by G. K. Kalisch [3]. 
1. DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES 
1.1. DEFINITION. A Volterra system in a Banach algebra A is a subset 
{S,, Vk; k= 1, . . . . N} of A satisfying the commutation relations 
[Sk, S,l= cv,, V/l =o 
[S/c, V,l = a/c, v2kY 
where bkl denotes Kronecker’s delta, and [ , ] is the Lie bracket, 
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1.2. EXAMPLES. 1. Let A =B(LP(Z)), where Z= [0, l]“, Lp(Z) is the 
usual Lebesgue space with respect to N-dimensional Lebesgue measure, 
and B(X) denotes the Banach algebra of all bounded (linear) operators on 
the Banach space X. We let 
S,:fb) + Xkf(X) 
and 
Vk/,:f(X) + Co’)(Xi, . . . . t, . ..) XN) dt, 
where x = (x1, . . . . x,,,), and integration is with respect to the kth variable. 
The commutation relations are trivially verified. This example actually 
motivated the following theory. 
2. Let Z=n,“=, [cr,, PJ cRN, X= C(Z), and A =B(X). For 
k = 1, . . . . N, let bk be real continuous functions of bounded variation in 
[q, bk]. Define 
and 
vk:f(x) + SI*.f(X,, . ..) t, ,,.) XN) da,(t). 
“k 
3. Let X, , . . . . X, be Banach spaces, and set X= n,“= 1 X, (with 
elements x = (x,, . . . . xN)). Let .sk, uk E B(X,) satisfy [s,, uk] = U: (i.e., uk is 
s,-Volterra in the sense of [6], or in the present terminology, (sk, uk} is a 
Volterra system in B(X,)), for each k = 1, . . . . N. Define Sk E B(X) by 
sk=z@ . ..@s.@ .-.@Z:x+(x ,,“‘, SkXk )...) XN) 
(with skxk as the kth summand), and associate V, to vk in the same 
manner. Then (Sk, Yk ; k = 1, . . . . N) is a Volterra system in B(X). 
For example, if X, is a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis 
{e k n; n = 0, 1,2, . ..}. we may take sk and uk to be weighted shifts in X, with 
pos’itive weights { gkn; n = 0, 1, 2, . ..} and { g,J(n + A,); n = 0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
respectively, where & > 0 are arbitrarily assigned: skekn = dknek,n +I ; 
ukek,n = (cr,,/(n + A,)) ek,n+,. Then {S,, V,; k= 1, . . . . N} is a Volterra 
system in B(X) for X= l-IF=, X,. 
2. BASIC LEMMAS 
Let Tk,a=Sk+~Vk for k=l,...,N, and tl~C, where {S,, Vk; 
k = 1, . . . . N) is a given Volterra system. 
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2.1. LEMMA. For any entire function p of’ one complex variable, and fbr 
any vector (m, , . . . . mN) of non-negative integers, 
P( T,,,, + . . + T,ww 
p(Jl+ ... +JN)(s, + . . . + S,) vi1 . . . vfi. 
Proof We proceed by induction on N. For N = 1, this is a special case 
of Theorem 5.19(3) in [7, p. 351. Assume the identity for N. Since 
commutes with T1,,, + ... + TN,,,, we may apply formula 
P(A + B) =,!O ;p”‘(4 B’ (*I . 
whenever A, B are commuting elements in the Banach algebra. Thus 
p(T,,,,+ ... +r,+,,,,+,)=,~~~~‘j’(T,,,+ .. . + T~,m,v) TiN + l,,,,,.,, , . . 
We now use the induction hypothesis and the validity of the identity for 
N = 1, and then apply the commutativity relations of the system to rewrite 
the last expression in the form 
x VA... vh+I 
I Nfl’ 
The bracket expression, with the change of index k = j - j, + 1, becomes 
k;ok![p 
Cl+ ... +j,v+~)(k)(S~ + . . . + s,) s$+, 
=P(il+“‘+JN+qS,+ . . . +SN+l) 
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(using (*) once more). A substitution of this relation in the preceding one 
completes the verification of our identity for N + 1. 
An identical proof (based on the second formula of Theorem 5.19(3) in 
[7, p. 351) gives the following result (notation as before): 
2.2. LEMMA. p(T,,+,, + 
(yy)...(“?) vp- 
.. . + TN,-J = y, yyzo (- l)j’+ ... +jN 
vFp(jl + ... +h)(sl + . . . + s,). 
2.3. COROLLARY. Zf S = S, + . . . + S, is of class C (with real spectrum), 
then T1,+,, + ... + TN,fmN is of class PI+ ‘.. +“‘N. 
Proof: The hypothesis is equivalent to the existence of a constant K 
such that Ilh(S, + . . . + S,)ll < K sup, 1 hJ for all polynomials h (A: a fixed 
interval [a, b]). By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, it follows that for any 
polynomial p, 
ll~(T,,+,, + ... + T,v,fmN)II 
< f . . y lIv,IIjl... IIJY$ll Ksup Ip(A+ “‘+ixq 
jj =0 j,v=O A 
G CnI, WIN . 9 m'+j;o+m"fs~P I/+% 
where Cm,,...,m, does not depend on p. Q.E.D. 
2.4. EXAMPLE. If Sk are as in Example 1.2.1, then with d = [0, N] and 
f E Lp(Z), we have 
Ilh(S, + ... + S,)f Ilp = Ilh(x, + ... + xN)f (x)ll, G SUP IhI Ilf llp, 
A 
so that S, + ... + SN is indeed of class C (with real spectrum) and the 
corollary applies: T1,+,l + . . . + TN,+,,,n~ [Cm’+ “’ fmN]. 
We wish now to extend this type of result to arbitrary a E CN (with non- 
integral coordinates). As in the case N= 1, we shall need to appeal to the 
theory of holomorphic semigroups and their boundary groups. 
Our standard Example 1.2.1 satisfies all the hypotheses that will be made 
in the following general results. For example IIeirSll = O(1) (actually 
IIeirSll = l), and also S is a scalar-type spectral operator with real spectrum 
(at least for cc >p > 1, since it is of class C, as observed above). 
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3. REGULAR VOLTERRA SYSTEMS 
Let {S,, V, ; k = 1, . . . . N} be a Volterra system. We shall assume that 
each V, can be imbedded in a regular semigroup V,( .). This means that 
V,( . ) is a holomorphic semigroup of class C, in C+ = {l E C; Re 5 > 0) 
which is bounded in the rectangle Q= {[=<+iq; O<[< 1, Ir]i < l}, and 
Vk( 1) = Vk. Regular semigroups possess boundary groups [7; 
Theorem 6.11: 
Vk(iq)x=s;liT+ V,(<+in)x. 
V,(in) is a strongly continuous group, and I/ V,(iq)li < Ke”“l’ for all q E R. 
We assume that v < rr. When these requirements are satisfied, the Volterra 
system is said to be regular. For example, the system of Example 1.2.1 is 
regular when 1 < p < co (cf. [ 7; Theorem 8.3, p. 611). 
Notation. For a = (ct,, . . . . ctN) E C, we set T, = C,“=, Tk,lt = 
S+Ct=,a,V,. If a,=lk+ink, we set Rea=(<,,...,t,,,)=& and 
Im a = (vi, . . . . qN) = 11. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let {S,, V,; k= 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra system. 
Then Vk(ck) commutes with V,([,) for each k, I= 1, . . . . N and ck, [,E C, and 
also with S, for 1 #k. 
Proof. By the Proposition in [7, p. 401, the commutativity of Vk and 
V, (and of V, and S, for k #I) implies that V,(c,) commutes with Vt (and 
with S, for k # I), for each ck E C. Applying the proposition once again, we 
conclude that I/k(ck) commutes with V,({,) for all ck, [,E C (and all 
k, 1~ (1, . . . . N}). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let {Sk, V,; k = 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra system. 
Then for each aE CN, T, is similar to T, (5 = Re a), with 
Q, = n,“= 1 Vk(iylk) intertwining: 
T,=Q,lT,Q,=Q-,TtQ, (q = Im a). 
In particular, T, and T, are similar whenever a, $ E CN are such that 
Rea=ReB. 
Proof By Corollary 6.5 [7, p. 421, 
Tk,ork = VA - ivk) TM Vdil]k) k = 1, . . . . N. 
The non-singular operator Q,= n,“=, Vk(ink) is a product of the com- 
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muting operators T/Jiqk), which also commute with T,,(, for I # k (by 
Lemma 3.1). Therefore, 
k=l k=l 
Tk,,, = Ta. 
We can extend Corollary 2.3 now to arbitrary a E C, at least for regular 
Volterra systems. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let {Sk, vk; k = 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra system 
with S = S, + ... + S, of class C with real spectrum. Then T, is of class 
Cm’+ “’ +W for all 6 in the polystrip x~,,..,,,,, = (6 E CN; IRe ckl < mk, 
k = 1, . . . . N}, and has real spectrum for all 4 E CN. 
Proof: Let A be a closed interval containing a(S), and denote 
if 11 m,A = cJYO (l/j!) supA If (j)l cf~ C”‘(A)) (the usual Banach algebra 
norm for Cm(A)). Given a polynomial p, we consider the entire function 
P(c) defined on CN by 
Write 5 = 5 + iq with 4, q E RN. By Lemma 3.2, 
p(c) = e”‘c:+ .” +A) Q-,P(Ts)Q, 
with Q, = nf= 1 Vk(iqk). Since llQ,ll < KNevZlqki (q E RN), we have 
(2) 
IIPKII 6 KN exp V f (65rl:+2 bki) lI~U’s)ll 
k=l 1 
(3) 
Therefore P(c) is bounded in the polystrip r~~,,,.,,~~. By Corollary 2.3 and 
(3)Y 
IIP(+m, + irll, . . . . kmN + ivN)II < cevzm’ bllm,A, 
where C = KNeVNCm,r,,,,mN is independent of p and m =ml + . -. +m,. 
Applying the three lines theorem in the polystrip n,,,,,,,,,, we obtain 
Iip(&)ll < cevzm’ bllm,A (5 E II m,, __., m,v ) 9 
409/133/l-IO 
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and therefore, 
lIp( T&)11 =f?(*Jj ‘~‘lIfK)ll d c’ ~lPIIrn,A> 
where the constant C’ = Ce”z(q’ ~ ” +m’) 4 does not depend on p. This proves 
that T, is of class C,, (with m = m, + . . + m,,,) for all 5 E rrM ,,.,,, m,\, (and also 
that a(TS) c A). 
In Theorem 3.6 below, a generalization to arbitrary N of Theorem 6.9 in 
[7] is given. This will yield a partial converse of Theorem 3.3. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let {Sk, V,; k = 1, . . . . N} be a Volterra system. Then for 
allLECN andAEC, 
expATg=eAS fi (Z+;lV#k= fi (Z-iV,)pi’ eiS. 
k=l k=l 
If the system is regular, we also have 
=Q-, fi (Z-AV,)p5kenSQ,,, 
k=I 
where c = 5 + iR (5, ‘11 E RN) and Q, is as in Lemma 3.2. 
Remark. Since V, is Sk-volterra, it is necessarily quasi-nilpotent (by [7, 
Lemma 5.131, and therefore (I+ AV,)ik is well defined by means of the 
usual binomial series. 
Proof: For each k = 1, . . . . N, we have by [7, Corollary 5.201: 
exp AL,,, = eASk(Z+ AVk)rk = (I- IWV,)pit eAsk. 
The commutativity properties of the Volterra system imply that 
exp AT, = fi exp AT,,,, = fi elSk(Z+ AV,)ck 
k=l k=l 
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The second “exponential formula” is deduced in the same manner. Next, if 
the system is regular, we first apply Lemma 3.2: 
=Q-# fi (Z+AVk)skQq. 
k=l 
We shall use the norm 151 =c,“=, l&l for &ER~. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Ler {Sk, V,; k= 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra 
system. Then there exists a constant H>O such that 
for all A EC and 4 E CN (5 = 5 + iq). In particular, if lleitsll = 0( 1) (t E R), 
then 
Ilexp(itrr)ll d C(l + c ltl)i5’ .e2”lq’ (tER) 
where c=max,,,,, IIvkll. . . 
Proof: Only slight modifications are needed in the proof of [7, 
Theorem 6.81. The three lines theorem is applied to the entire function 
@,dC) = e vzc: exp 1 T, (CECN) 
in each polystrip (4 lm, - 1 d tk<mk; k= 1, . . . . N} (mkE Z). By 
Lemma 3.4, 
Il@i(&)ll < K2NeVZC2~qk~+(5~--rl~)1 llexp AT,1  
G const evzt: llexp AT,11 ,
so that QA(&) is bounded in each of the polystrips, and also 
I14Pl(ml + hl? . . . . mN+ hN)Il 
6 const IIe’Sll exp(vCmf) fi (1 + 121 )I vkll)‘““‘. 
k=l 
It follows that 
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and therefore 
IIexpiTgll =exp(-v-2:) ll@~.Ckll 
d const Ile’sll fi (1 + II-1 II V,II)‘tk’. 
k=l 
Since exp(ATS) = Q ~ 9 exp(ATJ Q, and 11 Q,ll d KNevzirlk’, the proposition 
follows. 
The next theorem provides a lower estimate for Ilexp(itT5)ll, which 
shows that its growth (with respect to t) is precisely like (1 + c l~[)‘~’ 
(4 = 5 + iq), when llei’Sll = 0( 1). 
3.6. THEOREM. Let {Sk, Tk; k = 1, ,.., N} be a regular Volterra system 
such that Jle”‘IJ = O(1). Then there exists a positive function C(g) such that 
Ilexp(itT&I 3 C(c)(l +c ltl)15’ .e-2v’q’ 
for all c=k+iq~C~. (As before, c=max,.,., jlV,ll.) 
Proof: By Lemma 3.2, 
Ilexp(itT&)I = IQ, exp(itTJ Q-,/l < K2Ne2”lrll . lexp(itTJII, 
so that, 
Let 
Ilexp(itTG)ll 2 KpZNe-“IqI . Ilexp(itTS)II. (4) 
and 
B,(S)= (1 + c Itl)-‘s’ . I)exp(itTS)II 
Also, denote e, = (0, . . . . 1, . . . . 0), with 1 as the mth coordinate. Then, by 
Lemma 3.4, 
exp(itTc + ,,,,I = eitS knl (I+ itVk)sk(Z+ itV,) 
= exp(itTS) . (I+ itV,). 
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If 5, > 0, we have then 
B,(k+e,)=(l +c ltl)-‘15ki-1 )Iexp(itTg+,J( 
<(l +c ltl)-=‘ck’ llexp(itTc)ll -(I +c Id-’ lll+itV,ll 
G B,(S). 
Similarly, by the second exponential formula in Lemma 3.4, 
exp(itTS~.m)=(Z-itV,)exp(itT5). 
If LGO, IPi-e,),l= IL- II= IL1 + 1, and so 
B,(k--e,)<(l +c ltl))“15k1(1 +c I?[)-’ III-itV,lI Ilexp(itTS)II 
G B,(5). 
Combining the two inequalities, we have for all t E R, 
B,(5 + (w 5,) em) G B,(5) (5 E RN, m = 1, . . . . N) (5) 
and therefore 
Denote 
w 5 = (w 5,, . . . . sgn 5,) = 2 (sgn 5,) e,. 
m=l 
Repeated applications of (5) yield the inequality 
KC5 + w 5) d B,(S) 
for all t E R, and therefore 
BK + sgn 5) d B(S) (5 E RN). 
(6) 
(7) 
We wish to show that B(k)>0 for all FERN. For 5=0, this follows 
trivially from the assumption llei’Sll = O(l), for if Ilei’sII < A4 for all t E R, 
then 
1 = (Ie-i’seitsll < A4 Ilei’SII = MB,(O), 
so that B(0) > l/M. 
If 5 # 0, so that 5, # 0 for some m, then I(5 + sgn &), = I<, + sgn <,I = 
15,,,1 + 1 > 1, and of course I(5 + sgn g),J = 15,J + 12 1 for all k. If we prove 
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that B(Y) > 0 when 1~~1 3 1 for all k and /;$,,,I > 1 for some m, then applying 
(7) (and letting y = 5 + sgn k), we obtain 
B(S) 3 B(5 + w 5) > 0 for all 5 E R”. 
It must be shown therefore that B(y) > 0 for y as above. Suppose 
B(y) = 0 for some y E R” with ljk > 1 for all k and y, > 1 for some m. We 
shall get a contradiction by a slight modification of our argument in [7, 
pp. 44-451. Pick { tn} c R such that BJ?) -+ 0. If (tn} were bounded, then 
asn+cc 
llexp(it, r,)ll = (1 + c It,1 1”’ BJY) --t 0. 
However, if { th} is a subsequence of {t,} converging to some t,, then 
exp(itL T,) -+ exp(ir, T,), and therefore exp(it, T,) = 0, which is absurd (the 
operator is non-singular!). Thus {t,} is unbounded, and we may assume 
that lt,l + co. Given E > 0, fix n, such that 
B,n(Y) <E”’ for n>n,. 
For n 3 n, fixed, consider the entire function in CN 
F,(i) = (1 + c /tnl)-ZrksgnYk euz5i exp(it,TS). 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, one sees that the F,,‘s are bounded in 
each polystrip {[E CN; ak d Re lk < h,}, and that IIF,,(iq)ll = C’ (a con- 
stant independent of R E RN). 
Also, by Lemma 3.2, 
IlF,,(y+iq)ll <C(l +c It,l)~~‘kSg”YkevZ.(y:+21q~1-q:) Ilexp(it,T,)Il. 
Since yk sgn yk = lykl and 2 lvkj- s$ d 1, we have 
IIF,(y + iq)ll < Cev=O’:+ l’&(y) Q C”~‘27~E’Y’. 
By the three lines theorem in the polystrip of all 6 with Re ik between 0 
and yk (k = 1, . . . . N), we obtain 
~~Fn;,(~~~ 6 const eVzY:sISI (n > no); 
i.e., F,(G) + 0 as n + co, for each r in the polystrip with 5 #O, and in 
particular for L,, = (sgn y,) e,. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we have 
exp(itTJ = eirS(Z+ itV,) 
and 
exp(itr_,_) = (I- itV,) ei”. 
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Therefore 
(1 +c ~t,~)~l(Z+it,V,)=e~“e-i”S~~(~,), 
(1 +c It,l)-‘(Z-it,V,)=e~“F,(S,)e~i’“S. 
Since /Iep’lnsII 6 M, it follows that 
(1 +c It,l)-’ llZ+_it,V,lI +o as n+cc. 
However, It,\ --) co, so that the above limit is c- ’ )I V/mll. Hence V, = 0, 
which is absurd, since V, = V,( 1) is one-to-one, by [7, Theorem 6.21. We 
conclude that B(k) > 0 for all 5 E RN. By (4), this implies that 
IIexp(itTg)II >Km2NeF2”n’.(1 +c ltl)‘5’.B(t), 
which is the claim of our theorem, with C(t)= K~2NB(~)>0. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let {Sk, V,; k = 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra system 
with S = S, + . . + SN of class C with real spectrum. Then T, is of class C” 
for c in the union of the polystrips x,,,.,.,,, with m, + ... + mhr = m. 
Conuersefy, if T, is of class C”, then IRe 51 < m. 
Proof. The first part of the corollary is Theorem 3.3. We observed that 
(T( Tr) is real for all & E CN (Theorem 3.3). Supopose now that T, is of class 
C” for some 4 (and some m). Since it has a real spectrum, we necessarily 
have )Iexp(itTg)II = O((tl”). Hence 151 Gm, by Theorem 3.6. (Note that the 
hypothesis ljeirSII = O( 1) is satisfied, since S is of class C with a real 
spectrum). 
The next corollary provides a partial converse of Lemma 3.2. We assume 
as before that llei’Sll = O(1). 
3.8. COROLLARY. Let 1;, WEC~. Zf T, and T, are similar, then 
IRe iI= IRe 01. 
Proof: Let g= Re c and li= Re o. By Lemma 3.2, our hypothesis 
implies that T, and T1 are similar, say T, = Q-- ’ TIQ. By Theorem 3.6 and 
Proposition 3.5, 
O<C(k)<(l +c Itl)-lsl Ilexp(itTS)II 
= (1 + c ItI)-‘<’ IlQ-’ exp(itT,) Qll 
<C IlQll llQ-‘II .(I +c l~l)‘~‘-‘~‘, 
for all t E R. This implies 111 > 151, and because of symmetry, equality 
follows. 
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In particular (the case KJ = 0), if T6 is similar to S, then (Re &I = 0, i.e., 
Re i = 0. With Lemma 3.2, this gives the following 
3.9. THEOREM. Let {S,, V, ; k = 1, . . . . N) he a regular Volterra system 
with Ile”sli = 0( 1). Then Ts is similar to S [f and only if Re 4 = 0. 
These similarity results can be easily relined as in [7, pp. 68-691. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let {S,, If,, ; k = 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra system. 
Let cr,,[,~C be such -that Rea,;>l, cr,#l, and W,= 
Xl ijk V,(a, - l)/(a,, - 1) converge in B(X) (k = 1, . . . . N). Then 
Ix, irk V,(cr,,) converge in B(X) for each k, and if we denote 
then the following properties are valid: 
(1) T,, is similar to S, with W = C,“=, W, intertwining. 
(2) T, is similar to T, if Re 5 = Re w. 
(3) When (leirs(( = O(l), T, is similar to T, only if IRe 51 = (Re 01. In 
particular, T, is similar to S (f and only if Re 5 = 0. 
(4) When S is of class C with real spectrum, Ti; is of class C” if 
JmJ 6 m (where mk is the smallest integer not smaller than JRe ckl, 
k = 1, . . . . N) and only if IRe il d m. 
Proof. The convergence statement is part of [7, Corollary 9.101. From 
there we know also that for all k = 1, . . . . N, 
e ~ WkSke wk = Sk + ir, iik Vk(C(i!f) ( =S;). 
Therefore, because of the given commutativity relations (cf. Lemma 3.1), 
W*S,ewk=TO( =S+ f f [i*V,(a,)). 
k=l i=l 
This proves ( 1). 
Since [Sk, Vk]= [Sk, Vk] = e, and S; is similar to Sk, {Sk, V,; 
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k = 1, . . . . N} is a regular Volterra system for which S; is of class C with real 
spectrum whenever S is, and Ile”“ll = O(1) when lleifsll = O(1). The con- 
clusions (2)(4) follow then immediately from the preceding results applied 
to the system { Sh, Vk; k = 1, . . . . N}. 
Let do be the class of all CN-valued functions f = (fi , . . ..fN) analytic in a 
neighborhood of 0 E C, such that f (0) = 0. For each f E dO, fk( V,) makes 
sense, since V, is quasi-nilpotent. Taking tlik = i + 1 and ({,}z 1 suitable 
power series coefficients, we obtain the following 
3.11. COROLLARY. Let {S,, V,; k= 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra 
system. Then the following properties are valid: 
(1) Zf f, g E zJO are such that Re f’(0) = Re g’(O), then S + Zfk( Vk) and 
S+ YEgk( V,) are similar. Conversely, if these operators are similar, and if 
Ile”sII = O(l), then IRe f’(O)1 = IRe g’(O)1 (in particular, S+Cf,J V,) is 
similar to S if and only if Re f’(0) = 0). 
(2) Zf S is of class C with real spectrum, then S + Cfk( Vk) is of class 
C” if [ml <m, and only if IRe f’(O)1 <m (mk is the smallest integer not 
smaller than IRef;(O)l; k = 1, . . . . N). 
3.12. Suppose S= S, + . . . + S, is a scalar-type spectral operator with 
real spectrum. Then T, is (scalar-type) spectral whenever Re 4 = 0 (since T, 
is then similar to S). We prove the following partial converse: 
THEOREM. Let (S,, V,; k= 1, . . . . N} be a regular Volterra system for 
which S is a scalar-type spectral operator with real spectrum. Then T, is not 
spectral if IRe &I is not an integer. 
ProoJ: Suppose T, is spectral for some GE CN. Then T, is spectral for 
5 = Re c (since T, is similar to T,); then let T, = A + Q be its Jordan 
decomposition (A: scalar-type spectral; Q: quasinilpotent commuting with 
A). Since S is scalar-type spectral with real spectrum, it is necessarily of 
class C with real spectrum; therefore T, has real spectrum by Theorem 3.3, 
hence 
o(A)=a(Tg)~R, and so lleirA 11 = 0( 1). 
By Proposition 3.5, 
IJeifQII = Ile-irAeitTcII < C( 1 + c I tl)‘5’. 
Since eizQ (zE C) is an entire function of order one and minimal type 
(because Q is quasinilpotent), the above estimate implies that eizQ is a 
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polynomial of degree 11 d 151 (cf. [2, Theorem 3.13.81). On the other hand, 
by Theorem 3.6 (since lle”SII = 0( 1) follows from our hypothesis on S), 
0 < C(5) d (1 + L’ Itl) I61 Ilexp(itTs)ll 
~(1 +c ltl)P15’ lle”‘/I .(polynomialin tofdegreen) 
= O( Itl” ‘5’) as Itl-+c~, 
hence n b 151, and so 141 = n (an integer!). Q.E.D. 
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